2004 hyundai santa

Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details. This Santa Fe might be the one for
you! It has a 6 Cylinder engine. Call today to test it out! This vehicle is being sold as is with no
warranty prior to a service inspection as a wholesale to the public. It has a check engine light on
and a gas leak. It does run and drive. Odometer is miles below market average! The Santa Fe is
powered by a 3. To schedule your test drive today please call or text Sea-Auto Sales at Check
out this gently-used Hyundai Santa Fe we recently got in. It's also quite sporty, and injects an
ample amount of handling chutzpah into the ridin'-high body of a family-friendly SUV.
Exceptional in every sense of the word, this incredibly low mileage vehicle is one of a kind. It is
incomparable for the price and quality. Based on the superb condition of this vehicle, along with
the options and color, this Hyundai Santa Fe GLS is sure to sell fast. Finance available with
applicable fees. It is equipped with a 4 Speed Automatic transmission. The vehicle is Silver with
a Gray interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost
car option for those with the ability to perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access
to others who can help. Our comprehensive point inspection report lists suggested repairs. This
list can be used as a guideline for you or, at your option, we can perform these repairs for you
at a discount. Contact a Sales Associate for more details - 'It is a Fixer-Upper: a low-cost car
option for those with the ability to perform mechanical repairs themselves, or have access to
others who can help. Contact a Sales Associate for more details. Recent Arrival! Apple Ford
Lincoln has zero responsibility for any repairs after the sale. We do appreciate your business,
and want to make sure this vehicle is represented for what it is, a Pre-Wholesale vehicle. Now
offering Mohr to your Door! Don't want to get out? Or can't? We will bring the car to you! And all
the paperwork! We are open online and at the store. Don't miss out on massive savings. Trade
must be present at time of transaction. We have a state of the art facility that is ready to help
you with your new or used Volkswagen purchase, used cars, used trucks, used SUVs, and used
vans wherever you live. Call us at or visit our website at Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Trim SE SE 2. Engine
Type Gas 2, Cylinders 4 cylinders 2, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently
added listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Price Drop. New Listing. Not
provided. Showing 1 - 18 out of 3, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This is the first car I have
owned since brand new that has even come close to having over , miles on it and still runs.
When you think about it, the alternator was really wear and tear as they do not last forever. And
that's it. I maintain it religiously and take care of little things before they become big things.
We've gotten our money's worth from this vehicle and then some. We don't off-road it or
mistreat it, but it is not pampered by any means. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. Models also
known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features.
There is nothing wrong with my SUV except it is old. Other than that, it rides well, it does show
some rust coming through, but that is easily fixed. The engine has been well-kept. I have
followed the It is very reliable with very little maintenance and repairs. It is comfortable and
spacious and it possess an automatic and manual transmission. It performs well on the road
with very little noise I've has the car for a very long time. It is a very reliable car for a mama.
Very spacious usual maintenance needed. Very comfortable for my very tall husband. We take
long trips in the car and great Great warranty. Original battery lasted 10 years on mine, maintain
proper service on vehicle, car will last a long time have over , miles on my car and still going
strong. Does hot have all the I have had this car for a little over a year and it broke down 3 times
within 1 month very recently. Two of those 3 times it had to be towed. I recommend saving your
money and getting a newer car. The color is ugly. Always have muffler issues. Tires always skid
in rain and snow. Stocks are no good. Electrical issues, hood latch won't work, leaking from
sunroof, no air conditioner, fan by engine isn't working and rusting on hydraulics to hold doors
and back hatch. Power steering always goes out even when I spend thousands of dollars to get
it fixed! It is okay with reliability but I cannot wait to ditch it, the parts are crazy expensive. It's
from so it's old as the hills, and it's sometimes not safe to drive due to it breaking down and
making odd sounds. Didn't know that the 04 had a lot of computer problems, everything that
can gone wrong my vehicle has gone wrong. I would buy another one just not another I have
had to replace almost all the I got this vehicle cheep from a co-worker to drive back and forth to
work everyday. For the age and it having , miles I have had to put minimal money into it. I drive
an hour each way to work I bought my Santa Fe in December As of May 1, still driving her. This
vehicle has been outstanding. Very reliable over the years. Taking care of all the basic
maintenance on time. Had to replace a few things such as the catatonic headlights, drivers side
door handle and hydraulic lifts on the tailgate. Over then that, just a water pump with timing
chain replacement radiator and starter. Best car I have ever owned. I really like my Hyundai. Has
always been a reliable car. My mom drove it before handing it off to me. It got me through

numerous 16 hour round trip drives from school and back as well as multiple road trips. It is
spacious and easy to clean - which is nice considering how many spills there have been in that
car. It is comfortable and perfect for my needs as a single young woman. I like that it is an SUV.
It is more of a mom car but it is roomy and comfortable. Love how much room in back for
things. Runs really well and doesn't give many problems. Gas mileage is good. I purchased my
car with k miles on it. Despite this, it has been the most reliable car I have ever had. What's the
Hyundai Santa Fe water pump location? What's the Hyundai Santa Fe starter relay location?
What's the Hyundai Santa Fe purge valve location? What's the Hyundai Santa Fe power steering
fluid type? What's the Hyundai Santa Fe coolant type? Answers are provided by third parties.
We do not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up
to. Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Exterior
Photos. Interior Photos. Color Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Black Obsidian. Nordic White.
Canyon Red. Arctic Blue. Moonlit Blue. Hyundai Santa Fe Models Models also known as Trim
Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. View Details. Top
Positive Owner Reviews. Read More. It's safe and reliable along with durability. It has dual
transmission and it is spacious. Great car for a mom with long trips. Awesome, Hyundai has
come a long way. Top Negative Owner Reviews. Santa Fe does poorly on gas. It has cruise
control which I personally I just need a new car as soon as possible. Vehicle needs lots of
repairs. Horrible Hyundai, gas guzzler, to "jumpy" Nice back window. Few blind spots. Do not
buy an 04 Hyundai Santa Fe. Highly recommend for small families. Fred wrote on December 10,
Amanda M wrote on October 18, Catherine W wrote on June 1, See All Reviews Owner Reviews
For Problems. It is a very reliable car. Gets good gas Owner Reviews For Reliability. A very
reliable vehicle which will last you Owner Reviews For Fuel Economy. Combined MPG: Road
Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. Answer: The Hyundai Santa Fe water pump
location is behind the timing belt. You will need to remove the drive belt, water pump pulley,
timing belt covers, and tensioners to access it. When the water pump fails, it Answer: The
Hyundai Santa Fe's starter relay is located in the interior fuse panel of Your vehicle. If You look
to the left of Your steering wheel, just above the brake, You'll see a small latch in the console of
Answer: The Hyundai Santa Fe's purge valve often malfunctions. To locate the part raise the
hood and remove the air intake box next to the intake manifold. The purge valve will be found
behind the intake manifold It is important that You keep Your car properly protected with the
right coolant. In the summer months, the temperatures can cause Your engine See all
Frequently Asked Questions. Rollover Not Rated. Moderate Overlap Front. See all Safety
Features. Best SUVs. Best SUVs for the money. Best Affordable SUVs with 3 rows. Best Small
SUVs. Browse By Category. Small Cars. A majority of all used US imports have either been in
accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject
to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands
of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with
a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

